Start-up Short Courses

Australia Awards in Indonesia - Short Term Awards
Over a three-year period, more than 100 key players in Indonesia’s start-up economy have exchanged ideas, knowledge and visions for a digital future, as part of the Australia Awards in Indonesia Short Term Awards, short course scholarships program.

This two to three weeks program, conducted in four rounds in 2016-2018, introduced Indonesian start-ups in the fields of agriculture, health, financial services, education, business and social innovation, into the start-up ecosystem in Australia. By opening networks with the organisations that have shaped Australia’s vibrant start-up scene, the program has supported the Indonesian government’s aims to further develop the digital economy, encourage the digitisation of traditional markets and generate more capital for start-ups. It is widely acknowledged that Indonesia has huge market potential for start-ups. The program also examined the Australian Government’s role in supporting local start-ups.

The course was delivered by Australia Awards in Indonesia in cooperation with Queensland University of Technology (for the first three rounds) and Flinders University (for the last round in 2018). Participants from start-ups, incubators and the Government of Indonesia visited Melbourne Innovation Hub, Melbourne Town Hall, Amazon Web Services, Sydney Start-up Hub, Stone and Chalk, Atlassian, Microsoft and Google Australia. Participants participated in Myriad Festival one of the biggest Innovation festival in Australia, and were also taken to the South Startup Conference in Adelaide, Australia.
Batch 1
Taking business to the next level - A course for leaders, entrepreneurs and innovators of technology-enabled start-ups (2016)

Course Provider:

Queensland University of Technology
Ketut Sutawijaya
Artikulpi

Artikulpi is engaged in information and communication technology for development (ICT for Development). It began in 2009 in collaboration with various national and international institutions.

Testimony

“The most valuable thing during the course was networking. I met many talented and smart people. Sharing experiences and knowledge with them was the greatest experience. Three years after the course we still keep in touch, and have even created several projects together.”

Fransiska Oetami
Clevio Coder Camp

Clevio Coder Camp is a coding school for children and adults. Students can create simple games, website designs, and android games.
Ady Putra Bangun
Trukita.com

An online marketplace for trucking services, which allows shippers to find the best transportation service based on their needs, such as price or geographical coverage.

Agni Iswarani
Ministry of Cooperatives and SMEs
Hendy Wijaya
Ruparupa.com
The official e-commerce hub for Informa Furnishing, Ace Hardware, Toys Kingdom, Kawan Lama Sejahtera and Krisbow Indonesia.

Randy Frans Fela
Integrated Smart and Green Building
Offering consultancy services in green building, including lighting, material efficacy, acoustics, installation and more.
Budy Sugandi
Schoolmedia

SchoolMedia is a web-based education application that connects individuals within the school community - teachers, students, parents, and alumni - to share knowledge.

Maral Bimanti Jubiline
Dipodiputro
TEMU

A web-based application for employers to share work opportunities and search for employees. The space accommodates non-professional and middle-to-low income job seekers.
Abraham Auzan
TeleCTG

TeleCTG is a simplified CTG device which can be cost effective, portable, and send result data. The aim is to help achieve one of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by lowering the mortality rate of mothers and babies.

Ni Komang Ayu Suriani
Diffago.com

Diffago is all-in-one solution platform for disability issues, in relation to mobility for health and well-being; education; employment and accessibility.
Rachmat Effendi
PT Anterin Digital Nusantara

Anterin is a transportation and shipping/delivery service application, the first in the world to use the auction method. Customers are free to choose the driver who offers the best price and is closest to them.

Tri Rahaayu Handayani
Rayyan Construction

Rayyan Construction’s vision is to provide affordable, livable houses for middle to low income households while valuing the ecosystem of Indonesia. Since 2015, Rayyan has successfully delivered green construction projects for corporate and individual clients in West Java.
Qonitah Basalamah
Musimpanen Harmonis
An agriculture enterprise developing aromatic plants to produce the finest essential oils and botanical extracts from Indonesia.

Testimony

“I was thrilled to join the Australia Awards Short Term Award in 2016 with some of the most talented startup leaders. The marathon sharing sessions were very thoughtful and we had the privilege of learning from the best. I had a memorable, enjoyable and life-changing time.”

Adhiguna Mahendra
Aerosystem Indonesia Garuda Group
ASYST provides advanced IT solutions for transportation, travel and related industries. Its systems have been proven to give its clients and users an edge over their industry competitors by setting benchmarks and cultivating cutting-edge products and applications.
Dikry Paren
Qazwa.id
Providing Syariah online P2P lending.

Prana Suryawibowo
Stoqo.com
STOQO provides a variety of culinary business needs. Shop for groceries from distributors and fresh vegetables from the market in one application.
Realino Nurza
Sister Ojek

Sister Ojek is an empowerment platform that distributes zakat, infaq, waqaf and alms funds affiliated with the Indonesian Women’s Ojek Association. It has a strong desire to build independence through the provision of quality, safe and transparent transportation services.

Taufiq Syahrir
Imagination Indonesia Studio

Developers of localised mobile games.
Rorian Pratyaksa  
Woobiz

Woobiz is a sales agency platform company that is on a mission to build an innovative micro-entrepreneurship empowerment platform.

Testimony

“This program is the best combination of accelerator programs ever offered. Meeting top notch startup entrepreneurs, being taught by great teachers and lecturers, and the best part, building strong networks among the awardees, will hopefully create meaningful collaboration in the near future.”

Grahadea Kusuf Cahyana  
Kuassa

Kuassa is a software development company specialising in digital guitar amplification and audio processing. Its goal is to provide great tools to aid the musician’s creative process.
Krisna Satria Gunawan
Syarfi.id

PT Syarfi Teknologi Finansial (Syarfi) is a private company specialising in Islamic crowdfunding and Sharia-based services. It tries to connect overseas investors with Indonesians who need funds for goods, services and business financing.

Ken Ratri Iswari
Geekhunter

Geekhunter is a web-based IT recruitment consultant specialising in programmers and IT talent.
Pranowo Sukantiyoso
Tonjoo.com

Tonjoo is a leading website development agency and software house based in Jakarta and Yogyakarta, Indonesia. We design, develop and provide WordPress-based websites, custom websites, information systems, plug-ins, mobile apps, digital marketing and more for clients around the world.

Muhammad Ikramullah
fishOn

A navigation platform used by fishermen to help them locate fish in the ocean.
Rama Adrian

LOKET (Event and Ticketing Technology)

Loket is a ticketing management service in Indonesia, committed to providing end-to-end event technology solutions to create the best experience at every event, both for the hosts and audiences.

Testimony

“It has been almost three years since we had the first meet up, and to this day we still have good relationships and even collaboration among the participants ... moreover the most valuable experience was the chance to meet big names and experienced individuals in Australia, along with amazing mentors.”
Batch 2
Taking business to the next level - A course for leaders, entrepreneurs and innovators of technology-enabled start-ups (2017)

Course Provider:

QUT Queensland University of Technology
Ignasius Ryan Hasim

Kravasia.com

Kravasia is a platform that connects Indonesia’s traditional artisans directly to potential customers. It helps traditional artisans/SMEs create new markets using technology, and aims to take Indonesia’s ethnic products to every corner of the world.

Testimony

“The course in Australia has been brilliant for me. The whole set of activities gave me a well-rounded experience to learn how the startup ecosystem in Australia works and how government plays a bigger supporting role. Being in Australia for two weeks also expanded my personal and professional network.”

Antonius Stefanus

Pt Neetip Global Indonesia

A peer-to-peer application connecting buyers with helpers when they wish to buy something in targeted locations.
Farid Tri Dewanto
Kelase.com

An online digital learning platform for educational institutions and SMEs. Started in 2014, Kelase now has 15 employees. It was one of 11 startups from 11 countries to receive Microsoft Affordable Access Initiative grants in 2016.

Rahmania Abdullah
The Menthilis Project

The Menthilis Project makes creativity boxes for children aged 2-7 years. Children and parents can do science projects, arts and crafts and more. Boxes include a guide for parents to help children, and an explanation of skills being developed.
Debora Lovita Christy Pakpahan
NED Studio

A games startup founded in 2014 that built the multiplayer game for mobile called The Legend. NED Studio has participated in and won a number of competitions and is one of the Telkom Indigo Incubators.

Zukarlita Lim
DoctorSlide.com

DoctorSlide provides presentation design services for your business. We’ve been trusted by many big companies from Indonesia and overseas. We believe that a well-designed professional and easy to digest presentation will take your business to the next level.
Kholifatuh Ummah  
BukaLapak

BukaLapak is Indonesia’s biggest online marketplace, helping Indonesian SMEs grow to the next level. Currently, more than 1 million sellers are registered and over 20 million products are sold through BukaLapak.

Testimony

“In Australia I learned how to establish a startup from scratch. As a product manager I got a lot of insight from how Atlassian solved the biggest problem and won the market share. Australia showed me the startup ecosystem is not stand alone, there are many stakeholders who should participate.”

Shinta Dewi  
Ministry of Trade
Ferraro Hutomo
BEKRAF (Badan Ekonomi Kreatif Indonesia) - Indonesia Agency of Creative Economy

Nuha Hera Putri
Pandawa Agri Indonesia

Pandawa Agri Indonesia is a green agrochemical company based in East Java, Indonesia. It develops environmentally-friendly agricultural inputs, to lower the use and impact of chemical herbicides and pesticides.
Arfiana Khairunnisa
Witwikan

An online store selling plants to be delivered to your doorstep and consultancy/design services for a greener home, office space or studio.

Mahendra Purnama Yahya
Ministry of Cooperation and Small & Medium Enterprises
Yanto Togi Ferdinand Marpaung

PasarProdukBUMN.com

An e-commerce platform to promote and sell products and services of state owned enterprises. It is managed by PT RNI (Rajawali Nusantara Indonesia).

pasarprodukbumn.com

belanja mudah dan aman
Jersey Bali Digital Agency helps clients reach their goals in digital marketing, offering website creation, mobile apps and other online promotion tools.
Panji Prabowo
Nuesto Teknologi, PT

Nuesto Teknologi is a cloud and mobile innovation lab that created QIWII - a virtual queuing system that allows patients to easily register for healthcare services from anywhere, without queuing.

Testimony

“I connected with a lot of new people and ventures that can help me improve my own company and project. I learned that entrepreneurship and the startup ecosystem needs collaboration from all sectors: government, universities, investors, accelerators, coworking spacing and entrepreneurs.”

I Putu Yuliartha
Badan Kreatif Denpasar
Dwi Andi Rohmatika
PT Multidaya Teknologi Nusantara (eFishery & FishBiz)

Founded in 2014, the company’s products are: eFishery, a smart feeder that helps produce the optimum quantity and quality of fish, and Fish-Biz, an internet-based peer-to-peer investment which helps people to be fish farmers without having ponds of their own.

Nurfaridah
Ruangguru.com

Ruangguru.com is a tech-enabled provider of quality learning content to connect students and tutors.
Harland Firman Agus
emakpintar

EmakPintar is a social media platform and marketplace where members share good news. It is about empowering women, especially mums, to revolutionise Indonesia’s citizenship culture through exchange of business, lifestyle and parenting tips.

Ikhwan Reza
Kepo Syariah

Kepo Syariah is a platform for Islamic question and answer. It started in January 2016 and overcame many technical and managerial challenges to have five team members today.
Muhammad Aditya Arief Nugraha  
PT. Gamatechno Indonesia

PT Gamatechno Indonesia has been established for 12 years. Since 2014, it has developed smart city apps in four categories: university, government, transport and lifestyle. Its eCampuz app is now used by more than 200 campuses in Indonesia.

Testimony

“I learned how to pitch from a superb mentor. We had a great time with all participants, great visits to some interesting places, and met many inspiring people. We also had time for leisure, enjoying nice places in Sydney, Adelaide, and Brisbane. That was really awesome.”

Emille Junior  
eResto Digital Indonesia

eResto is a product that solves restaurants' daily problems such as ordering, waiter to kitchen communication, inventory management, HR and payroll management, and customer relations. Data is secured in the cloud, while operations are not limited by internet connection.
Audy Christopher Herli

A space to find professional psychologists or therapists when you’re stressed or depressed.

Hartono Loekito

PT. Garuda Berkat Unggul

Garuda Berkat Unggul developed a health portal called gotoSehat. It enables patients and health professionals in hospitals, clinics, physicians, drug stores and health insurers to cooperate by providing gateways and APIs to enable all systems to communicate with each other.
Batch 3
International Business Readiness – A course for tech start-ups in agriculture, health, financial, education and business services (2017)

Course Provider:

Queensland University of Technology
Muhammad Luthfi Azis Juharta
AMVESINDO

Amvesindo is an association consisting of venture capital companies for startups in the technology field and other creative fields. We have a shared vision to build a strong venture capital industry and support the creation of a conducive ecosystem for startups in Indonesia.

Testimony

“I got to see the Australian startup ecosystem and make connections that have lasted until now. We also learned a lot about business management that could be applied back to Indonesia. One of the coolest experiences was seeing the Asian Games 2018 torch before the design was public!”

Falah Maulida Kharismayani
Ruangguru

Ruangguru is the largest and most comprehensive technology company in Indonesia for education-based services. It has more than 6 million users and has managed more than 150,000 teachers offering services in more than 100 subjects.
Indri Hardianti  
Periksa.id

check.id is a cloud-based solution to improve the quality of health services in Indonesia.

Veronica  
Tokopedia

One of the leading online marketplaces in Indonesia. Its mission is to create opportunities and help everyone achieve more.
Puti Adella Elvina
Ministry of Communication and Information Technology

BanuaMentor is an internet-based company that allows prospective students to connect with mentors to gain lessons beyond formal education and develop other skills.

Nur Rina Maskayanti
Banuamentor

BanuaMentor is an internet-based company that allows prospective students to connect with mentors to gain lessons beyond formal education and develop other skills.
Adi Reza Nugroho  
**Mycotech**

Mycotech is an advanced bio-material designed using mushroom mycelia as a non-toxic binder agent. It uses agricultural waste to produce an affordable, environmentally friendly and recyclable building materials, for a wide range of applications.

---

**Testimony**

“This short course improved my capability to run my business and expand my global networks. It also gave me more confidence and credibility. After this event, we successfully secured seed investment. Investors trust us more and we could make this deal happen after this trip.”

---

Reynazran Royono  
**Snapcart**

Founded in 2015, Snapcart is the most reliable offline data solutions company, working with clients in multiple sectors from market research to cloud marketing. Snapcart currently operates in Indonesia, Philippines, Singapore and Brazil.
Fatyah Adzikra
Wecare.id

WeCare.id is a website built specifically for raising health assistance funds.

Mahendrato Adi
Ministry of Cooperatives and Small Medium Enterprise
Denita Biyanda Utami
Wecare.id

WeCare.id is a website built specifically for raising health assistance funds.

Dian Permanasari
Bekraf

Deputy director of Research and Development, and founder of startup Konsumen Peduli and Ommega Studio.
Siti Maryam Rodja
Baraka Nusantara

Baraka Nusantara is a movement that aims to create sustainable business models by actively empowering people to use their local potential.

Vitto Christaldi
HUBUD

Hubud is a coworking space and community that is leading the global movement of “location independence” in life and business.
Nida Amalia
EduBraille

EduBraille media dynamically displays Braille patterns at affordable prices. It is integrated with an Android application.

Hestyriani Anisa Widyaningsih
IWAK

A technology-based socio-entrepreneurship helping fish farmers by giving them market certainty.
William Suryawan
MyClinicalPro

MyClinicalPro empowers Indonesia’s healthcare industry with technology and data. Clinics can reduce their inefficient manual operations and engage with their existing and potential customers.

Testimony

“Within six months of the course, MyClinicalPro was a top 100 startup in Southeast Asia, received media exposure, and was sold. As a young cofounder who started small, with a humble vision to improve healthcare in Indonesia, the Tech-Enabled Startup Short Course empowered me to achieve beyond what I expected.”

Asma Nabila
Learn Quran

Learn Quran is best tech solution for learning Quran. It was named among 50 most innovative Muslim startups in 2016 by Ummahwide. Launched in 2015, it has now been used by more than 1 million users in more than 204 countries.
Kevin
Talenta

Talenta is a cloud-based software service that helps small and medium businesses manage their HR processes, from attendance, leave requests, overtime and most importantly: payroll. Talenta encourages efficiency, transparency, and self-sufficiency.

Stanislaus MC Tandelilin
Modal Rakyat

With the People’s Capital platform, MSMEs can get access to the capital needed to develop their businesses and lenders can get attractive profits of up to 18% (flat per year) from the proceeds of funding.
Herianto

DOKU

DOKU is the first provider of electronic payment and risk management services in Indonesia - selling, paying, buying, sending, and borrowing. It is supported by a dedicated team, recognised with international security certification and supervised by Bank Indonesia.

Maryati Baharuddin

Ruangguru - Evolution

Ruangguru was founded in 2014 by Belva Devara and Iman Usman, both of whom were recognised in the Forbes 30 under 30 for consumer technology in Asia.
Bony Faliandri Hudi

Mandiri e-cash

Mandiri e-cash is electronic money on your mobile device that can be used without having to open a bank account. Customers top up in their Mandiri e-cash account and don’t have to worry when they want to shop.

Testimony

“Indonesia and Australia approach and implement fintech from different angles. Nevertheless, both have given it an essential role in the digital economy. This was such a great program to meet likeminded people and share knowledge and experiences, while at the same time expanding our networks for further collaboration or investment.”

Kurniawan Hakim

Elevenia

An open marketplace with escrow payment. Elevenia has offered more than 2 million products from 16,000 sellers in eight categories including fashion, health, home, gadgets, electronics, sports and food.
Sayurbox brings fresh fruit and quality vegetables to citizens of Jakarta. This online platform provides fresh ingredients and quality healthy products from local Indonesian farmers and producers.
Annisa Wibi Ismarlanti
PT Miko Bahtera Nusantara (MYCOTECH)

Mycotech is an advanced bio-material designed using mushroom mycelia as a non-toxic binder agent that enables the production of affordable, environmentally friendly and recyclable building materials. It is fully biodegradable and produced with readily available agricultural waste.

Testimony

“During the short course program in Australia, I met a potential client who is a builder that will use our board material for doors in his project, and now we’re working on it. Besides that, I was also introduced to the Director of the Circular Fashion Centre, which is very relevant to my product.”

Danny Dharmawan Kosasih
Innovesia (PT. Investasi Inovasi Indonesia)

Innovesia is an innovation investment partner for people who are passionately investing in innovation, making an impact, and going the extra mile for their organisation and society.
**Gita Nofieka Dwijayati**  
CV Urun Daya Indonesia

Tune Map is a mobile platform to crowd-source information about city accessibility and navigation for people with visual impairments. It allows pedestrians to report inaccessible and accessible pavements and facilities in cities by uploading pictures of obstacles they find.

**Eka Rangga Perwita**  
Creative Economy Agency (BEKRAF)

A non-ministerial organisation responsible for managing the creative economy in Indonesia under a presidential regulation.
Dila Lieswani Hanum
Amoeba Management - Divisi Digital Service, PT Telkom Indonesia

The Corporate Innovation Lab by Telkom Indonesia incubates and accelerate ideas from employees, creating digital talent and business to contribute to Indonesia’s digital economy.

Nur Izzatul Muthi’ah
Platform Usaha Sosial

PLUS is a social innovation hub for social entrepreneurs in Indonesia. PLUS gives consultation and connection to startups, especially those who have a social or environmental mission.
Indra Purnama
Masyarakat Industri Kreatif TIK Indonesia
MIKTI is a non-profit organisation with a vision to be Indonesia’s digital industry ecosystem builder.

Testimony
“My self and MIKTI (Indonesia Digital Creative Industry Community) are always eager to learn how the startup ecosystem in Indonesia should be designed, built and managed. This program gave me opportunities to learn not only from one ecosystem, but three ecosystems in three different states from their key people.”

Anak Agung Sagung Mirah
Childminder.id
Childminder.id is an online platform offering on-demand babysitting services. It is free for customers and babysitters to login to the website. Customers book and pay on an hourly/daily basis through the website. Babysitters receive a flat rate per hour, minus a 20% operational fee.
Elisa Effendy
Engliven

Engliven is an English language app that makes it easier for students and young adults to practice speaking and writing with teachers using questions that are relevant to their study goals and needs.

Brata Rafly
Etobee Ecomm

A branchless banking partner for banks and other financial institutions, driving digital fintech penetration to offline consumers who make up more than 80% of Indonesia’s population.
Utari Octavianty
PT Aruna Jaya Nuswantara

Aruna is a fisheries e-commerce platform helping to develop coastal economies by creating a fair and transparent fisheries trade through technological innovation.

Tubagus Ari Wibawa Mukti
PT. Bisnis Jadi Mudah (Bakool)

Bakool develops business expansion platforms for medium-sized merchants to scale their businesses through equity crowdfunding. It conducts assessment and consulting services to enhance the efficiency of the business pipeline.
Satrio Sadewo
Ruang Perintis

Ruang Perintis is a place that fosters a vibrant community in which people can collaborate, share their creativity and make a positive impact on society.

Paundra Noorbaskoro
Growpal

Growpal is a platform for integrated-fishery investment. Since 2017, Growpal has connected investors to farmers, land owners, and buyers/customers in the agribusiness industry.
Pratiwi Sukmawati
PT. Orde Digital Intelektual (ORDENT)

Ordent is a digital product development company based in Bandung, Indonesia. It helps individuals, companies, startups and other organisations to build their tech empires.

Edi Topan Jo
PT Expedito Global Indonesia

Expedito is an online cross border shipping platform which is connected to world-leading international express air freight couriers such as DHL, TNT Fedex, Aramex, UPS, FirstFlight, DPEX, Skynet, EMS, Citylink, and Pos Indonesia.
Marshall Pribadi Surjanto
PT Privy Identitas Digital
PrivyID is a company offering legally binding digital signatures.

"Australia Awards gave me access to networks I could not access anywhere else. They set up a private meeting between me and the director of the SA Office of Digital Government, which was very helpful for my business."

Testimony

Dina Dellyana
The greaterhub, Inkubator bisnis SBM ITB
The Greater Hub is an accelerator that promotes innovation, venture creation and assists small business management by providing a comprehensive entrepreneurship ecosystem.
Rumah Porto is a startup that turns online job hunting upside down. In Rumah Porto, job seekers post their resume and companies search to find new talent based on their criteria and preferences.
Donni Prabowo
Amikom Business Park Startup Incubator

ABP Incubator is a startup ecosystem builder in Indonesia, founded by Amikom Foundation in 2011.

Shinta Priantika Sari
CALLISTA

CALLISTA is a skin care company that gives personalised product recommendations based on specific skin problems for an affordable price. The direct sales business model features skin analysis tools to determine which products are suitable for customers.
Wanderlust Indonesia is a travel social enterprise that creates an authentic and responsible traveling experience by connecting travelers and local people. It offers travel packages for groups and individuals, and consultancy to community-based tourism projects.

**Testimony**

“The Startup Ecosystem program by Australia Awards really connected me to our potential clients, partners, mentors, and investors who share the same passion as Wanderlust Indonesia. After returning from the two-week program, we have a real action plan to follow up with our new network!”

Owline is a startup founded in 2014, by young and passionate students of the Sepuluh Nopember Institute of Technology in Surabaya. It solves technology problems through developing mobile apps, web design, and UI/UX design.
Maria Natasha Kusnardi  
PT. Prasetia Dwidharma

PT Prasetia Dwidharma is a telecommunication and infrastructure contractor that provides tower construction, from planning to construction, mechanical, and electrical services.

Febriadi Pratama Putra  
Gringgo

Gringgo was initially created as a platform aimed at local schools to make recycling easier, rewarding and fun. The concept evolved, and now Gringgo is tackling the trash problem head on.
Short Term Awards are a new feature of Australia Awards in Indonesia and complement the Long Term Awards that have been running for more than 60 years.

Short Term Awards enable Australia Awards in Indonesia to be flexible and responsive to the needs of organisations and sectors. Short Term Awards equip individuals with knowledge, skills and attitudes to contribute to their organisation’s priorities, to strengthen organisations and to develop people-to-people links between Indonesians, and between Indonesians and Australians. Typically, Short Term Awards involve up to 25 participants; are two to three weeks in duration and involve three day pre-course and post-course workshops in Indonesia.

Up to 350 Short Term Awards will be offered each year to senior Indonesian decision makers and influencers who want to develop new skills and increase their networks and potential through tailored short courses at reputable Australian tertiary education institutions.

**Short Term Awards key features**

- Specialised course delivered by reputable Australian education providers
- Flexibility for senior staff who may have already received a post-graduate qualifications or are unable to be released for long-term study
- Provision of support for pre-course and post-course workshops
- Opportunities for professional networking through meetings, events and site visits in Australia
- Provision of support for personal or group Short Term Award development project for participants
- Opportunities for networking with more than 100,000 alumni in Indonesia, most of whom have an excellent record of rising to positions of leadership across a wide range of fields
- Selection processes are highly competitive
- Priority opportunities for women applicants, people with disability and targeted applicants from the Geographical Focus Areas (GFA)

**Short Term Award benefits**

Short Term Award recipients will generally receive the following:

- In-Indonesia pre-course and post-course workshops, including domestic return airfare to workshop locations in Indonesia
- In-Indonesia and in-Australia accommodation and stipend
- International return airfare to short course location in Australia
- Full tuition fees
- Australian visa and health insurance for the duration of the Short Term Awards
Contact Us

Gedung Wira Usaha

7th Floor, Jl. HR Rasuna Said, Kav C-5,
Kuningan Jakarta 12940 | Indonesia
Telp. +62 21 527 7648
Fax. +62 21 527 7649

Or you can contact us via email:

Information on Short Term Awards:
shorttermawards@australiaawardsindonesia.org